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Abstract 
Chrobak, M. and W. Rytter, Two results on linear embeddings of comp]ete binary trees, Theoretical 
Computer Science 136 (1994) 507-526. 
Given a binary tree Twith n vertices, we want to embed Tonto a given set A ofn points on the line so 
as to minimize the total embedded edge length. Polynomial-time algorithms for the two following 
special cases of this problem can be found in the literature: 
(1) when T is  arbitrary but A={l . . .n};  
(2) when T is a complete binary tree and A is arbitrary. 
To the best of our knowledge, the complexity of the general problem is open. In this paper we deal 
with case (2). Bern et al. presented an algorithm for this case that runs in time O(n TM) and 
uses O(n 3'2) space. They also considered the naive embedding, which maps the root r of T into the 
middle point a of A, and then embeds, recursively, the left and right subtrees of r to the left and 
right of a, respectively. This is equivalent to embedding Tfrom left to right according to the inorder 
traversal. They prove that this naive algorithm approximates the optimal solution within the 
factor of 3. 
The main results of this paper are: (i) the proof that the approximation ratio of this naive 
algorithm is exactly ~-, and (ii) a more efficient algorithm for computing minimum embeddings of 
complete binary trees. Our algorithm runs in time ()(n 1 +log 3) = O(n2.59), and uses (~(n) space, where 
()(f)=O(,flogCn), for some constant e>O. 
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1. Introduction 
Let T be a binary tree, and denote by Vr and E T, respectively, the sets of vertices 
and edges of T. Let n = I Vr[ be the number of vertices of 7". A one-to-one function 
f:  Vr~{1,2 ..... n} will be called a linear embedding, or simply an embedding. Given 
such a linear embeddingfand a set of real numbers A = {al,..., a,}, we define the cost 
o f f  with respect o A as follows: 
cOStA(f)= ~ las(.)-as(v~l. 
(U,V)eET 
We will write cost(f) instead of costA(f), when A is understood from context. 
A function f that minimizes costA(f) will be called a minimal inear embedding, or 
minimal embedding, for short. The minimal embedding cost is opt(A)=costA(f), for 
any minimal embedding f 
Given T and A, we would like to construct a minimal embedding of T into A. It is 
known that when the points in A are equally spaced, the problem can be solved in 
polynomial time, see [3, 6, 7]. The fastest known algorithm for this problem, given by 
Chung [3], runs in time O(n16). The complexity of the general problem, when the 
points in A are arbitrary, remains open. (However, the problem is NP-hard if we allow 
arbitrary graphs on input, even if the points in A are equally spaced [4].) 
Bern et al. [1] considered the case when A is arbitrary, but T is assumed to be 
a complete binary tree. Formally, they studied the following optimization problem: 
Minimal embedding of complete binary trees. Given an arbitrary set A of points on 
the line, with IA l=n=2k+l -1 ,  find a minimal linear embedding of the depth-k 
complete binary tree into A. 
Quite surprisingly, even in this special case the problem is quite nontrivial. They 
considered first the naive embedding 4~ which maps vertices from T into A from left to 
right, according to the inorder traversal. In other words, it works as follows: Embed the 
root r of T into the middle point of A: q~(r)=2 k-1. Then embed the left and right 
subtrees to the left and right of the root, using recursively the same method. It turns out 
that this method oes not necessarily produce an optimal embedding. For example, the 
first embedding in Fig. 1 is the naive embedding. The second embedding isnot the naive 
one, but its cost is smaller than in the first one. Chung [2] described minimal 
embeddings for complete binary trees and equally spaced points. In fact, the minimal 
embedding for the unequally spaced points in Fig. 1 happens to be Chung's embedding. 
Clearly, the naive embedding ~b can be computed in linear time. In fact, the naive 
algorithm does not depend on the numbers a~, only on n. Embeddings that have this 
property will be called oblivious. By extending the embedding proposed by Chung [2] 
to arbitrary sets A we obtain another oblivious embedding that will be discussed in 
the last section. 
Bern et al. [1] proved that the naive embedding has performance ratio at most 3. 
The above example shows that the ratio is at least 2, just let al 1 -aao  grow to infinity. 
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Fig. 1. The naive mbedding, and a minimal embedding ofa complete binary tree. In the naive embedding 
4 edges cross the interval [-alo,a~l], in the optimal embedding only 2 edges cross this interval. 
Their second result is a dynamic programming algorithm that computes a minimal 
linear embedding in time O(n 5"76) and O(n 3"2) space. 
We improve both results from [1]. First we show that the worst-case performance 
ratio (absolute and asymptotic) of the naive algorithm is 7. This means that (i) 
costA(q)) <<,~-opt(A), for each subsets A of the real line with IAl= 2 k+ 1_  1 for some k, 
and that (ii) for each e>0 there is n=2 k+l - 1, and a set A ofn points on the line, such 
that costA(4~)>>,(~--e)opt(A). In fact, this is true for arbitrarily large n. 
The upper bound proof is based on number-theoretical properties of so-called Jidl 
representations of integers (see Theorem 4.1) which, we believe, may be of independent 
interest. 
Our second result is an algorithm which constructs a minimal embedding using 
less time and space than the one from [1]. Our algorithm runs in time 
(~)(n 1 +log 3 )= 0(n2.59) ,  and uses C)(n) space, where C) ( f )= O(f logCn), for some con- 
stant c > 0. 
2. Preliminaries 
For each k ~> 0, define the kth full number to be Fk = 2 k + 1_  1. Thus Fk is the size 
(number of nodes) of a complete binary tree of depth k. Recall that given a binary tree 
T, Vr and Er denote, respectively, the sets of vertices and edges of T. 
Let T be a complete binary tree of depth k. By r we will denote the root of T. The 
parent of a vertex uvar is denoted by father(u). The depth of a vertex u, denoted by 
depth(u), is the length of the path (= number of edges) from root r to u. If v =father(u), 
then depth(u, v)= depth(v) is called the depth of edge (u, v). 
1 Unless otherwise specified, the logarithms are to base 2. 
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If u is not a leaf, then left(u) and right(u) denote the left and right children of u, 
respectively. Given any ie {0 ..... k-depth(u)}, we define left i(u) inductively as follows: 
left°(u)=u, and lefti+l(u)=lefi(lefti(u)). In a similar manner we define righti(u). 
For each node u, T(u) denotes the subtree rooted at u, and Anc(u) is the set of the 
ancestors of u, including u. Thus v~Anc(u) iff ueT(v). Two nodes u, v are called 
nonancestral if u¢ T(v) and v¢ T(u). 
Let A = {a ~ ..... a. }, with n = Fk, where al <. . .  < a,. Le t fbe  an arbitrary embedding 
of T into A. For a set U~_Vr, f (U)  is the image of U under f Define 
min:(u) = min {f(T(u)) }, and, similarly, max I (u) = max { f ( T(u) ) }. 
Given ie{1 ..... Ft -  1} and v=father(u), we say that (u,v) is a cross edge at i if either 
f(v) <~ i <f(u) orf (u)  ~ i <f(v). I ff(u) <f(v) then we say that (u, v) has left orientation in 
f, otherwise it has right orientation. The cut of fa t  i, denoted by CUTi(f), is the set of 
all cross edges at i. 
Observation 2.1. The cost of an embedding f can 
cardinalities of its cuts as follows: 
n-1  
cost(f)= y. (ai+l-ai)lCUTi(f)]. 
i=1 
be expressed in terms of the 
Let ¢b denote the naive embedding function, as defined in the introduction. Fig. l 
shows that ¢b is not a minimal embedding for k = 4. Denoting the second embedding 
given in Fig. 1 by fwe have [CUTlo(f)[=2 and ICUTlo(eP)[=4. 
Given a ue Vr, we will refer to ¢b(u) as the home location of u. The interval [min,(u), 
max,(u)] is called the home interval of T(u). 
Given two nodes, u, ve VT, we write u < v if one of the following conditions holds: 
(ordl) u=lefti(v) or v=righti(u), for some i. 
(ord2) There is a node w such that ue T(lefi(w)) and ve T(riyht(w)). 
The relation < is a partial order on VT. This follows from the fact that the naive 
embedding function is a linear extension of < .  
2.1. Transformation of embeddings 
Given u, ve Vr and two embeddings f g, we write g=Swap,,t,(f), if g is obtained 
f romfby  exchanging the locations of u and v. More formally, g(u)=f(v), g(v)=f(u) 
and g(x)=-f(x) for xe VT-{u, v}. 
Another transformation exchanges whole subtrees. If u, ve VT have the same depth, 
then we write g = TreeSwap,, v(f), if g is obtained f romf  by exchanging the location of 
each xeT(u) with the node yeT(v) corresponding to x. Let u'=father(u) and 
v' =father(v). Then TreeSwap affects only the costs of edges (u, u') and (v, v'). More 
specifically, 
cost(g) =cost(f)+ I ai(,, ) -a i (v)  I + [a¢(v,)-af(u) [ -]af(,,)-af(m[ 
--[af(v,)--afcv)[. 
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This directly implies the following observation. 
Observation 2.2. Let u, vG Vr be two nodes with depth (u)=depth (v) and u' =father 
(u) ¢ v' =father(v). If the edges (u, u'), (v, v') cross in j; i.e. f(v'), f(u)<j'(u'), f(v), then 
TreeSwap,,v produces a better embedding: cost(g)< cost(f) jbr g = TreeSwap,,v(f). 
3. Normal embeddings 
In this section we introduce a special type of linear embeddings called normal 
embeddings. Normal  embeddings are easier to deal with, and they are sufficiently 
general in the sense that each embedding can be transformed into a normal one 
without increasing cost. Several useful facts about normal embeddings were presented 
in [1]; we sketch the proofs for completeness. 
Fix a full number n=Fk ,  and let T be a complete binary tree of depth k. Let 
A={a~ ..... a,} be a set of real numbers, where a l<a2<. . .<a , .  
We define an embedding f ro  be normal, i f f is  a linear extension of -<, i.e. for all u, 
ve Vr, if u < v then f(u) <f(v). Thus, in particular q~ is a normal embedding. 
Theorem 3.1. There exists a minimal embedding which is normal. 
Proof. We prove the theorem in two steps. 
Claim A. There is a minimal embedding such that g(lefi(u))<g(u)<g(right(u)) Jbr 
each uG Vr which is not a leaf 
Proof. Pick an arbitrary minimal embedding f Without loss of generality we can 
assume that f(left(u))<f(right(u)) for all u~Vr, since otherwise we can consider 
a linear embedd ingf '=  TreeSwapx, y(f)  for x = left(u) and y = right(u). 
Let us call a nonleaf node u left-balanced in.£ i f f( l@(u))<f(u). The term right- 
balanced is defined similarly. A node is balanced if it is both left- and right-balanced. 
We extend this definition to leaves, by assuming that all leaves are balanced. 
We show how to reduce the number of unbalanced nodes without increasing the 
cost. 
Let u~ VT be the leftmost node in f (with smallest value of f (u) )  which is not 
right-balanced, i.e. ]'(left(u)) <[(right(u)) <f(u). Denote x = Iqfi(u), y = right(u), and 
f(u)=i. 
Consider first the case when f (y )= i - l .  By the choice of u, y must be right- 
balanced. Define.•"= Swapu.y(f). Then cost ( f ' )4cost ( f )  and f '  has one less unbal- 
anced node. 
Suppose now that f (y)  < i -  1. Let z be the node mapped into i -  1, i.e.j(z) = i -  1. By 
the choice of u, z is right-balanced, i.e. either z is a leaf or f(right(z))>f(z). Define 
f '=  Swap~,~(f). Then cost(f')<~ cost(f), decreasing the cost of edge (u, y). In j", u is 
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again the leftmost node which is not right-balanced and f '(u)<f(u). Also, no new 
unbalanced nodes have been introduced. Thus after applying the same procedure 
f (u ) - f (y )  times we will restore the balance at u and decrease the number of 
unbalanced nodes. 
Claim B. Assume that the g is a minimal embedding that satisfies Claim A. Then g is 
normal. 
Proof. Embedding .q has the property that, for all u, ve Vr, if either u=lefti(v) or 
v=right¢(u), for some i, then g(u)<g(v). It is enough to prove that ,q preserves the 
order < of nonancestral nodes. 
The proof is by contradiction. Assume that u, ve V r, are nonancestral nd that they 
violate condition ford2), i.e. u < v but g(u)>g(v). Without loss of generality we can 
assume that depth(u)=depth(v). For otherwise, suppose that depth(v)<depth(u). Pick 
vl =lelti(v), such that depth(Vl)=depth(u). Then u < v', and g(u)>g(v)>g(vl) because 
,q satisfies Claim A. 
Pick two nodes u, v with minimal depth(u)=depth(v) that violate ford2). Let 
u' =father(u) and v' =father(v). Since g satisfies Claim A, u' # v'. By the choice of u, v, 
we have u' < v' and g(u')<g(v'). Thus the edges (u,u'} and (v,v') cross each other, as 
defined in Observation 2.2, and consequently the embedding '=  TreeSwapu.L,(g) has 
smaller cost - a contradiction with the optimality of g. 
3.1. Properties o/" normal embeddings 
Now we will prove some properties of normal embeddings that will be used in our 
algorithm. 
Observation 3.1. If f is normal then, for each nonancestral pair of nodes u, ve VT, the 
setsf(T(u)) and f(T(v)) do not interleave, i.e. f (u )<f (0  implies max i(u)<min/(v ). 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that f is a normal embedding. Then, Jbr each i~{1 ..... n -1  }, all 
edges in CUTi( f )  have different depth. 
Proof. Let (x,y), (u,v)eCUTi(f),  with x=Jather(y), u=father(v) and depth(x)= 
depth(u). Without loss of generality, x ~ u. The case x=u is impossible, by the 
normality off. If x # u, then, since u, x have the same depth, they must be nonancestral, 
which implies that x, y -< u, v. Thus, by the normality of£ edges (x, y), (u, v) cannot be 
both in CUTI(f). 
Lemma 3.2. Let f be a normal embedding and ve VT. Then 
I mins(v)-- min,~(v)[, I maxi(v)-- max,~(v) l ~ depth(v). 
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Proof. We define sets 
L={u~ Vr: u ~ v}-  T(v)- Anc(v), 
R={u~ VT: u ~ v}-  T(v)-Anc(v). 
Thenfembeds the nodes in L to the left of the nodes in T(v) and, similarly, the nodes in 
R to the right of the nodes in T(v). Since the naive embedding has the same property, 
only the nodes in Anc(v)--{v} can contribute to differences min r(v)-min,(v) and 
maxy(v)-max®(v), and each contributes at most one. The lemma follows, since 
IAnc(v)-{v}l=depth(v). []
Lemma 3.1 was used in [1] to design a dynamic programming algorithm for 
constructing minimal embeddings. Our method also is based on dynamic program- 
ming, although the way we divide an instance into subinstances i  different han the 
one in [1]. The main idea for improving the efficiency is the observation that, by 
Lemma 3.2, it is sufficient to consider only O(n) "target" subintervals [mini(v ), 
maxf(v)] that approximate the home interval of v, wheref is  a normal embedding. 
4. Full representations of numbers 
Recall that by Fk we denote the kth full number, i.e. Fk=2 k+l -  1. Note also that 
Fk+I=2FR+I. In this section we will investigate so-called full representations 
of integers, in which each x is represented by a sum of full numbers or their nega- 
tions. Full representations are not unique; an integer may have several different 
representations. 
In the next section we will show that full representations correspond to embeddings 
of complete binary trees. The naive embedding ~b defines a naive representation. There 
is also an optimal representation that corresponds to the optimal embedding. In 
Theorem 4.1 of this section we will show that the size (as defined below) of the naive 
embedding is at most 7 times the size of the optimal embedding - a result that we 
believe is interesting of its own. It also constitutes the main step towards proving the 
upper bound on the performance of the naive algorithm. 
4. I. Definition o/'full representations 
Given an integer ~ let , .~=-~. Let x~>0. If x=Z~'=0 aiF i, where o-i~{1,0, 1} for 
i = 0 ..... p, then the sequence 6= ap~p 1 "'" Oo is called a.fidl representation f x. The 
size of this representation 6- is defined as ]16]] =~P to-i[. Let (o(x) denote the size of i=1 
the optimal representation f x, i.e. (o(x)= min~ II6 ]1, where the minimum is over all full 
representations 6- of x. 
The naive representation f x, denoted ~/(x), is defined by induction on x, as follows: 
First, ~/(0)=0 and O(Fp)=lO p-a for each p>~l. I fx> l  is not a full number, then let 
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p be the smallest integer such that x<Fv,  and let ~1(z)=qqqq_~...qo be the naive 
representation f z = Fp-x  (where qq = 1). Then 0 (x)= 10 p -q- 1 ~q... rTo. In other words, 
~(x) consists ofa 1 at position p, a run of p -q -  1 0's, and the naive representation f 
z with l's replaced by l's, and ] 's replaced by l's. 
Observat ion 4.1. Given x > 0, the naive representation f/(x) of x can be computed as 
follows: Let x = ~k ~k-1 "" V-1 be the binary representation f x, with 2k = 1. Going from 
left to right, replace ach 1 which is not the first in a run of ones by 0, and replace ach 
0 which is the first in a run of zeros by 1. 
For example, the integer written in binary as 11100010111000102 has the naive 
representation 100100110010011. The number 85--101010l 2 has the naive repres- 
entation I l 11111. 
By $(x) we will denote the size of the naive representation f x, i.e. 4)(x)= ~P Iqil, 
i=O 
where ~/f.-r/o=-~/(x ) is the naive representation f x. We also introduce the function 
+ (x) = maxy <~  4) (y). 
Observation 4.2. Given x~>0, the size of the naive representation f x, ~h(x), can be 
defined recursively as follows: 4)(0)=0, and 4)(x)=l +4)(Fp--X), where F, is the 
smallest full number >~x. 
The naive representation of 85, 85 = 1111111 has size 7, i.e. 4)(85)= 7. However, 
~)(85)-= 3, since 85 has a full representation 101100 of size 3, and it does not have a full 
representation f size 2. 
The first 16 values of 4)(x) and 4) +(x), as well as c)(x), are given in Table 1. Note that 
4)(lo)~6,~{lo). 
Lemma 4.1. 2x + (~ + (x - 1 ) - 1 ~ ~ x, for all x >~ 1. 
Proof. We prove first the following claim: 
Cla im A. 4) + (x) ~< 4) + (x - 3) + 1, for all x ~> 4. 
Proof. Claim A holds for 4~x~F2 =7, by inspection. Assume that xe(Fa,  Fa+l], for 
some a~>2. We have 4)(y)=l +4)(Fa+l--y)<<. 1+4)+(Fa) for all ye(Fo,F~+~]. This 
implies that 4)+(x)~<l +4)+(F~). Since 4) + (F,) ~> 3, 4)(F,)=l, and 4)(F~-1)=2, we 
obtain 4)+(x)4 l + ~b+ (F,-2)~< 1+ 4)+(x-  3). 
Table I 
x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 I1 12 13 14 15 
~{x) 0 1 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 4 3 2 3 2 1 
+(x} 0 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 
~o(x} 0 l 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 1 
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Proof of Lemma 4.1 (continued). Now we prove the lemma, by induction. For 
x = 1, 2, 3, 4, the left-hand side is 1, 4, 7, 9, while the right-hand side is 7/3, 14/3, 7 and 
28/3, respectively. For x/> 5, applying Claim A and the inductive hypothesis, we get 
2x+qS+(x -1 ) -1  ~<2x+~b+(x-4)=[2(x -3 )+qS+(x-4)  -1 ]+7 
-.~j-<7(x-3)+7=}x, 
completing the proof of lemma. [] 
Lemma 4.2. Let a >~ O, Then 
(i) IfO~c~<~F~, then (b(Fa-~)~<l +~b(~). 
(ii) If l < /~<F~+ 1, then ¢(F~+/~)<2 + ¢(~-  1). 
(iii) I f  l <~ 7, then ~b(F~+7)~<2+~b+(7-1). 
(iv) I J~<~F,<6+¢, then qS(F~+6+~)~<2+qS+(¢- l ) .  
Proof. (i) For a=0 the inequality is obvious, so let us assume that a>~l. It 
e~>Fa- l+ l ,  then qS(c0=l+qb(Fa--c0. If ~<F,  1, then Fa--~>Fa-1, and thus 
4(Fo-  ~) = ~ + ~(~). 
(ii) I f f l=F~+ 1 then ~b(Fa+fl)=4)(Fa+l)=l, and (ii)is obvious. If l~<fi~<F~ then, 
using (i) with c~ = f l -  1, we have 
(]~(Fa-t- 1~) = 1 "t-(~(Fa + 1 - -Fa - -~)= 1 + ~b(F, - f l  + 1)~<2 + ~b(fl- 1). 
(iii) Let b >/a be such that Fb ~< F~ + 7 < Fb + i. We can assume that Fb < F~ + 7, since 
for Fb=F~+7 the inequality Off) is obvious. Take 7 '=F~+7-Fb .  Then 1 ~<y'~7 and 
7' < Fb + 1 -- Fb = Fb + 1. Thus, using (ii), we get 
(o(F~+7)=O(Fb+7')<~2+49(7'-- 1)~<2+ ~b + (7 - 1). 
(iv) The proof  is similar to (iii). Let b be such that F b ~< Fa + ~ + ~ < Fb+ 1. Since 
~+¢~>F~+I ,  we have b>a. Without loss of generality we can assume that 
Fb<F~+6+~,  since for Fb=F~+6+¢ the inequality (iv) is obvious. Take 
¢ '=F~+/ i+~- -F  b. Then l<~'<Fb+l - -Fb=Fb+l  and ¢ '~<F~+6+~--F~+I= 
+ ¢ -- F~-- 1 < ~. Therefore, using (ii), we get 
O(F~+a+~)=6(Fb+~')~<2 +q~(~'-- l)~<2 +q~ + (~ -1 ) ,  
completing the proof. [] 
Theorem 4.1. (o(x)<<.}~o(x),for each x~>0. 
Proof. Write x=~__-  o criF,, , where a i~{-1 ,1}  for i=0  ..... p - - l ,  and h>t~ 1 for 
i=  1 ..... p -1 .  It is sufficient to prove the following claim. 
~7 Claim A. d~(x)..~p. 
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If p=l  then q~(Fro)=l, if p=2,  then by Lemma 4.2 (ii), (~(F~I+F,o)<<, 
2+q~(Fto--l)~<4. Thus we can assume that p>~3. For j=0 , . . . ,p -1  define 
x1 = I • ~= o ~i Fti I- In particular, xp_ 1 = x. Note that the sign of • ~= o a, F,, depends only 
on the sign a i of the highest term. Also, xj = Ftj_+ x i -  1 for j = 1 ..... p -  1. 
Given 2, let s(2)=0 if )t~<0, and s (2)=l  if 2>0.  We introduce the following 
condition, for j = p -  1, p -  2,..., 0. 
COND( j ) :  There exists 2 j~>-x j  such that -p+ 1 +j<~2j<~p-j  and 
q5 (x) ~< 2(p - 1 - j ) -  s(2j) + q~ (xj + 2i). 
Condition COND (j) does not seem to have any simple, intuitive interpretation; it is 
merely a technical tool to make the induction work. 
COND(p-1)  holds trivially with 2p_1=0. Claim A follows by induction from 
Claims B and C below. 
Claim B. I fCOND(0)  then ~(x)<~ p. 
.<2 Claim C. I f  C OND (j), Jot j > O, then either COND ( j -  1) or ~b(x)-.~ 3 P. 
Proof of Claim B. We have q5 (x) ~< 2(p -  1 ) -  S(2o) + ~b(Fto + 2o). If 2o ~< 0, then, by 
Lemma 4.2(i) with ~= -20 ,  and by Lemma 4.1, we have 
~b (x) ~< 2(p -  1)+c~(F,o+2O)<~2p+(a(--2o)-- 1 
_ <:~7 ~<2p+~b+(p- 1) 1 -~ p. 
If 2o>0, then, by Lemma 4.2(iii), 
~b (x) ~< 2(p -  1 ) -  1 +(~(F,o+2O)<~2p+d?+().o - 1)-- 1 
__  _~7 ~<2p+~b+ (p -  1) 1 -.~ p. 
Proof of Claim C. We consider several cases. 
Case 1. x i = Ft~ + x j_ 1- We have three subcases. 
Case 1.1. x i ~ + 2j <~ 0 (and thus 2 i < 0). Using Lemma 4.2(i), with ~ = - x i_ ~ -)L j, 
and Lemma 4.1, we obtain 
~b(x) ~< 2(p -  1 - j )  + O(F,, + x i 1 + 2j) 
..<7 ~<2(p- 1 - j )+  1 +c~(-x j _ l -21)<~2p+cb+(p-  1) -  1 -.~ p. 
Case 1.2. 1 ~< x~_ ~ + 2j ~< Ft~. Using Lemma 4.2(ii), with fi = x j_ 1 + 2i, we obtain 
~b(x) ~< 2(p -  1 - j ) -  s(2i)+ ~(Ft j+x j -1  +2j )  
<~2(p- j ) - s (2 j )+O(x j _  a+2j -  1) 
~2~p- l - ( j -1 ) ] - s (21-1)+(~(x  j a+Aj 1) 
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for 2 j - l=2 j - -1 ,  since s(A--l)~<s(2) for all 2. Note also that 2j--1-}-Xj-I~O and 
-p  + j  ~< 2j_ 1 ~< P - J  +1. Thus CON D ( j -1 )  is true. 
Case 1.3. xj ~ + 2j >~ Ftj + 1 (and thus 2j > 0). Using Lemma 4.2(iv), with b = x j_ 1 
and ~ = 2j, and Lemma 4.1, we obtain 
~b(x) ~< 2(p -  1 - j ) -  1 +~(Ft j+x j_ 1 +2j)<~2(p--j)-- 1 + q5 + (2j -- 1) 
<2p+~b+(p-  1) -1  ~<~p. 
Case 2. x j=Ft j - -x  j 1. We have two subcases: 
Case 2.1. - x j_ 1 + 2i ~< 0. Using Lemma 4.2(i), with c~ = x j_ 1 - 2j, we obtain 
q~(x) ~< 2(p -- 1 -- j)  -- s(2j) + ~b (F t j -  x j_ 1 + 2j) 
<.2(p--j)--s(2j)-- 1 + 4)(xj 1 --2j)  
<~2[p- l - ( j -1 ) J - s (£ j  1)-'~(/)(Xj l'~-/~j-1) 
for 2j 1=-2~,  since s (2 )+ l~>s( -2 )  for all 2. Note also that x j_ l+)~j_ l>~0 and 
- p + j  ~< 2j_ 1 ~< P - J  + 1. Thus COND ( j -  1) is true. 
Case 2.2 . -x j  a+2j>~l (and thus 2j>~l). Using Lemma 4.2(iii) with i,,= 
-x j  1 +2j,  and Lemma 4.1, we obtain 
qS(x) ~< 2(p-- 1 - - j ) - -  1 +qS(F,,--xj_ 1 + 2j) ~< 2(p - - j ) - -  1 + ~b+ ( -x  j_ 1 +2 j -  1 ) 
_<2 <2p+ qb+ (p - 1 ) -  1 -<3 P- 
This completes the proof  of lemma. [] 
5. The analysis of the naive algorithm 
Let T be the complete binary tree of depth k and A = {al ..... a, }, where n = Fk, be 
a fixed set of real numbers. We assume that at <. . .  <a , .  As we shall see, any normal 
optimal embedd ingfo f  Tdetermines a full representation of all numbers 0, 1 ..... Fk- 1- 
5.1. Induced representations 
Let f be a normal embedding. Fix xe{0,1 . . . . .  Fk_I}. For d=0, . . . , k -1 ,  let 
~d=ad(f) be equal 1,0 or 1, depending on whether CUTx(f )  has an edge of depth 
k-d -  1 which is left-oriented in f, does not have an edge of depth k-d -  1, or has an 
edge of depth k-d -1  which is right-oriented. The following lemmas were given in 
[1]; we sketch the proofs for completeness. 
Lemma 5.1. Let f x and #=ak 1...aO be as defined above. Then # is a full representa- 
tion of x. Consequently, we have JCUTx(f)] >~co(x). 
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Proof (sketch). Let v=father(u). If (u,v)eCUT~(f) is leftward then, if the whole tree 
T(u) was embedded to the left of x (inclusively) it would contribute F k d-l, for 
d=depth(v), points to the set {1 ..... x}. However, some branches of T(u) may cross 
back to the right of x, and we need to subtract he sizes of the corresponding subtrees, 
and so on. U 
Based on the above lemma, we can refer to sequence 6- defined above as the.full 
representation fx induced byf  Now we show that the naive embedding induces naive 
representations. 
Lemma 5.2. I f  6=ak-1...ao is the full representation of x induced by the naive 
embedding eb, then 8 = ~(x), the naive representation f x. 
Proof (sketch). The proof is by induction on x. If x=0,  1 then the lemma holds. 
Assume that x > 1. Pick smallest p such that x ~< Fp, and let v= leftk-P(r). Since x >~2, 
we have p>~ 1. Also, by the choice of p, x>~Fi-p+ 1. 
Suppose first that X=Fp_l+ 1. In this case we have x=~b(v), and therefore 
6= 110 p-1 =O(x), as claimed. 
Thus we can assume that x>Fp_ l+ l .  In this case we have xeCI)(right(v)). Let 
Z=Fp-x .  Since z<x, the naive embedding induces the naive representation 
#(z)=tlq~lq-1...~1o of z. By the symmetry of tree T(v), cut CUTx(~) can be obtained 
from CU T~(ep) by reversing the direction of all edges and adding the edge (v,father(v)). 
But, in terms of representations, this is equivalent o negating all ql, and appending 
10P-q - 1, which yields the naive representation of x. [] 
As we show in the lemma below, the analysis of the naive algorithm can be reduced 
to the analysis of naive representations of numbers. 
Lemma 5.3. Let C > O. The following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) The naive algorithm has performance ratio C. 
(ii) ~b(x) ~< C~o(x), Jbr each inte.qer x >~ O. 
Proof. (i) ~ (ii). Given x, pick k large enough so that x<.Fk 1, and let n=Fk. 
Choose a multiset A such that al . . . . .  ax=0,  and 1 =ax+a . . . . .  a,. For this A, for 
every embedding f we have IL6ll =costa(f), where ~ is the full representation of 
x induced by f This implies (ii). 
One problem with the above argument is that A is a multiset. But this is easy to fix: 
pick a small e > 0, put al ..... ax within e of 0, and ax+ 1 ..... a, within e. of 1, and let e.~0. 
(ii) ~ (i). Let n = Fk, I A] = n, and let f be an arbitrary embedding of a complete 
binary tree T of depth k. By symmetry, without loss of generality we can assume that 
--) X~ Fk l cost(f) >l.z,i= a (ai+ a -a i )CUTi( f ) .  By the left ~ right symmetry of T, Lemmas 5.1 
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and 5.2, we obtain 
cost(~) = 2 
Fk  - I Fk  1 
(ai+ a -a l ) lCU Ti(cl))[= 2 ~ (ai+ x -a i )~( i )  
i=1  i=1  
~<2C 
Fk-  1 Fk_  1 
(ai+ ,--ai)co(i)~ 2C 
i - -1  i=1  
(ai+ 1 - al)l CUTi ( f ) l  <, C cost(f) ,  
completing the proof. [] 
Theorem 5.1. The performance ratio of the naive algorithm is 73. More specifically: 
(a) for each set A such that IAI is a full number, we have COStA(~)~ opt(A). 
(b) For every e there is a full number n and a set A of n points on the line such that 
cOStA(~ ) ~( ~--g) opt(A). In fact, there are infinitely many numbers n with this property. 
Proof. Part (a) follows directly from Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 5.3. In order to prove 
Part (b) we use Lemma 5.3. Since 85=127-63+31-15+7-3+1 =63+15+7,  we 
have q5(85)= 7 and co(85)= 3. Generally, if we take x = 21+ U+ 5, for i -2  ~>j ~> 4 then, 
using Observation 4.1, we obtain ~b(x)= 7. Since x=F i+F j+7,  and by the choice of 
i,j, we have co(x)= 3. [] 
6. An algorithm for computing minimal embeddings 
Let Tbe the complete binary tree of depth k and size n=Fk=2 k+l -- 1, and fix a set 
A={a l  ..... a,} with a l<a2<. . .<a , .  
6.1. Intuitions 
In this section we will give a dynamic programming algorithm for computing 
a minimal embedding. As usual in dynamic programming algorithms, it is convenient 
to define a partially ordered set/7 of instances of a more general embedding problem. 
Each instance ne l I  is given by a certain subgraph H of T and an interval I. Some 
restrictions are imposed on the form of H and position of I, so that the number of 
instances i  small. By an embedding of n we will mean an embedding of H into I. With 
each such embedding we associate its cost, and by opt(n) we will denote the minimal 
embedding cost of n. Each instance can be either atomic or not. Atomic instances are 
nondecomposable and their optimal cost can be computed in constant ime. Each 
nonatomic instance n can be decomposed into two other instances, nl and n2, that are 
smaller than n in the partial order on /7. We denote such a composition by 
n = nl ® n2. Typically, n may have many decompositions. This gives rise to a dynamic 
programming formula to compute the optimal cost of n: 
opt(n) = minx ~ ® ~2 {opt(rq) + opt(n2)}. (1) 
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The algorithm consists of initializing the optimal cost values for atomic instances, and 
then computing optimal costs of other instances according to the partial order of/7, 
using the dynamic programming formula (l). The largest instance in/7 corresponds to
the problem of embedding T into A, and its minimal cost will be computed last and 
output by the algorithm. 
The key point is that we can assume that the embedding is normalized, due to 
Theorem 3.1. This means that for each node v and for each neighbor w of v we know in 
advance whether to embed w to the left or to the right of v. This imposes restrictions 
on minimal embeddings ofinstances re, and we do not need to consider embeddings of
~z that cannot be extended to a normal embedding of the whole tree T. 
In order to give the reader some more intuition, let us assume that we start at the 
root r of T. Let u = left (r), t, = right(r) and m = Fk-1. One of two situations is possible: 
• T(u)u {r} is embedded into {1, ..., m + 1 } and T(v)is embedded into {m + 2 ..... n}, or 
• T(u)is embedded into {1 ..... m} and T(v)w{r} is embedded into {m+l ..... n}. 
Hence we have to consider generalized embedding subproblems: embeddings of 
T(u)u{r} or T(v)u{r}. The embedding of T(u)u{r} into I={1 ..... re+l} will be 
described by the instance zr=(u,{r,u},O,l). The third parameter, number 0, means 
here that there are no edges between nodes embedded to the left of I and those 
embedded to the right of I. For nodes of greater depth, this parameter can take 
positive values. At the next level we will decompose tree T(u) and, consequently, it will 
be necessary to consider an instance of the form =1 =(left(u), {r, u, left(u)}, 0, J),  where 
J is a subinterval in which the set T(lefi(u))vo{r,u} is to be embedded. 
Generally, each instance is associated with a node v, and it corresponds to the part 
of T that could be embedded into an interval I=[ i , j ]  ={i ..... j}, where i and j are 
candidate values of mini(v ) and max c(v), for some normal embedding. Fig. 2 shows 
71" 1 71" 2 
i 
i × , 
i v i 
a aj i aJ +1 
71" 
Fig. 2. An instance Jr=[v,l,I,S] with l=[ i , j ] ,  1= I, S={v,x,y,z,t}.  The picture shows that rc=Tz 1 ®/r2, for 
some instances z h and zt2, and it shows a normal embedding ofzr. The cost consists of the total cost of edges 
in T{v), plus the solid-line parts of other edges. 
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what needs to be described by an instance: it contains a subtree T(v), interval l, a set 
S~_Anc(v) that will be embedded into I together with T(v)--{v}, plus some edges 
between ancestors of v that cross interval I. However, we will not store those cross 
edges explicitly, we only need to remember how many edges cross I. Such an instance 
will be denoted by a 4-tuple ~z = Iv, S, l, I]. In order to compute the minimal cost for 
this instance, we will apply the dynamic programming formula to all partitions of 
into a pair instances of the form [left(v), $1,11, I1], [right(v), $2, 12, I2]. 
Note that we do not require that v~S. In other words, we do not insist that v is 
embedded into I. If v is an internal node, then we can always assume that yeS; this 
follows from the definition of normal embeddings. The need to allow the possibility 
yeS arises when we consider the case when v is a leaf. One might try to view this case 
to be an atomic instance. However, it turns out that computing the optimal embed- 
ding for such instances is not easier than when v is an internal node. Thus we will 
continue to partition each instance Iv, S, l, I ] into instances [v, $1,11,11 ], [v, $2,12,12 3, 
and then, clearly, v will belong to only one of $1, $2. 
6.2. Definition of instances 
Now we define instances in/7 formally. Each instance in/7 is a 4-tuple ~ = [v, S, l, I ] ,  
where ve Vr, and 
• S is a set of ancestors of v, S~_Anc(v). (Recall that veAnc(v).) 
• I is an approximate home interval for T(v), i.e. I = [i,j], where 
]i - min ~(v) i ~< depth (v), 
iJ - max ,(v) i ~< depth (v), 
[ I [= j - i÷  1--[S[÷[ T(v)-{v}l. 
• l~ {0 ..... depth(v)- 1 } is the number of edges that cross I. 
The above instance ~ will be called rooted at v. Denote V~= T(v)~S, and let E~ be 
the set of all edges of T whose at least one endpoint belongs to V,. 
An instance ~=[v,S, l , l ]  is called atomic, ifv is a leaf, and IS[ = 1 (and consequently, 
I = [i, i], for some i). 
6.3. Embeddings 
By an embedding of ~ we will understand a 1 1 function•': V,~I .  An embeddingf is  
called normal if for each edge (x,y)EE~, with x, ye V~, we havef (x )<f (y)  iffx -< y. An 
embedding f of ~ needs to be normal in order to have an extension to a normal 
embedding of T. (However, some normal embeddings of ~ may not have a normal 
extension, or even may not have any extension at all.) Thus we can restrict ourselves to 
consider only normal embeddings of all instances ~z. 
The cost o f f  cOStA(f), is defined similarly to the cost function for embedding trees, 
except hat now we take into account only edges in E~, and each such edge contributes 
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only the part that lies within the interval [a~, ai+ a] (if j=  n, we assume a,+ ~ =a,. )  In 
order to define it precisely, it is convenient o extend f to Vr as follows: Consider 
y¢ V~. If y ~ x for some xe V~ thenf (y)  = i, if x ~ y for some xe V~ thenf (y)  = j  + 1. If 
none of these cases holds, definef(y) arbitrarily. The cost o f f  denoted cost~(f), can be 
now defined by 
cost~(f)= ~ lai~.)-ai(v~l. 
(u,v)~E~ 
The optimal embedding cost of 7~ is 
opt(7[) = rain I {costs(f)} +(aj+ l - ai) 1, 
where the minimum is over all normal embeddingsfo f  7[.The second term is the cost 
of all edges that cross I. 
6.4. Composition 
Now we define formally the composition relation. Given 7[,711,7[z~H, with 
:z -- I-v, S, I, I ] ,  where I --= [i,j] and ~s= [us, S~, l~, Is], s = 1,2, we say that 7[ is a composi- 
tion of 7[~ and 7[z, denoted 7[ = 7[~ ® ~z, if the following conditions hold: 
(comp 1) If v is internal, then ul=left(v) and u2=right(v). If v is a leaf then 
(comp 2) l l=[i ,p] and I2=[p+l , j ]  for some i<p<j, 
(comp 3) $1,$2 is a partition of Su{left(v), right(v)}, i.e. Slt.)Sz=Sw{left(v), 
riqht(v)} and SIc~Sz=O. (If v is a leaf, then assume {left(v), right(v)} =0.) 
(comp 4) Edges that cross from 711 to 711 can be matched with those that cross from 
7[2 to 7[1. Formally, it can be explained as follows: Let m~ be the number of edges 
(x,y)eE~l such that x6V~,, x~y,  but yCV~. Define m 2 symmetrically. Then 
l l + ml = lz + m2. 
6.5. General strategy 
A straightforward application of the dynamic programming strategy yields the 
algorithm ,~ in Fig. 3. We only show how to compute the optimal cost. 
Algorithm d :  
for each ~H rooted at a leaf do 
compute opt(7[): 
for d := k - 1 downto 0 do 
for each 7[ rooted at depth d do 
opt  (7[) : :  mitt rra ® rt2 : rc {opt  (711) "~ opt(712)}. 
output opt(7[o), for 7[o=[r, {r}, 0, [1,ni l .  
Fig. 3. The algorithm 62 for computing minimal embeddings. 
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6.5.1. Final algorithm 
Observe that ~4 stores a lot of unnecessary information. In order to compute the 
optimal cost of all instances rooted at a node u~ VT which is not a leaf, we only need 
optimal cost of instances rooted at left(u) and right(u). This suggest hat, in order to 
save space, we can traverse the tree in postorder, and after computing optimal costs 
for instances rooted at a node u we can discard information about all instances rooted 
at left(u) and right(u). Overall, the algorithm is a combination of divide-and-conquer 
and dynamic programming. It also resembles the naive embedding, except hat now at 
each node we compute information about optimal costs of small perturbations of the 
naive embedding. 
This new algorithm ~ is given in Fig. 4. We only show how to compute the optimal 
cost. In the proof of Theorem 6.1 we will show how to modify Algorithm ~' to actually 
construct the minimal embedding function without increasing the space complexity. 
Theorem 6.1. The minimal linear embedding can be computed in time 
(~)(n l+l°g 3)=0(n259), using ()(n) space. 
Proof. We will prove first that Algorithm ~' computes the minimal embedding cost in 
claimed complexity bounds. Later we will show to modify ~ to construct a minimal 
embedding within the same bounds. 
Correctness: We claim that Algorithm ,~ computes correctly opt(z) for each n~H. 
The proof is by induction. The claim is clearly true for atomic instances. In order to 
prove the inductive step, it is sufficient to show that the Eq. (1) is true. Clearly, 
Algorithm J3: call Traverse(r): 
procedure Traverse(v: node); 
begin 
if v is leaf then 




for eaeh n rooted at v do begin 
opt(~) := rain ~1 ® =2 =-  {°pt (7~l )  -+- opt(nz) }; 
discard information about instances rooted 




Fig. 4. The improved algorithm ~. 
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opt (zr) 4.% min~ =~ ® ~ {opt(~l) + opt (R2) }. The proof of the reverse inequality is based 
on the observation that Lemma 3.2 holds for normal embeddings of all instances in 
F/(not only for normal embeddings of the whole tree). Suppose that/) is not a leaf (the 
case when v is a leaf is similar). For a given lr= Iv, S, l, I ] ,  and a minimal embedding 
f of ~, let m = max f(lefi(/))). We use the vertex sets f -1 ( [ i ,  m]) and f - l ( [m + 1,j]) to 
define two instances ~ and zr2, rooted at/e/t(/)) and right(v ) respectively, and then we 
construct embeddingsJ;  for ~,, s = 1,2, such that cost ~(f) = cost ~ ( f l )+  cost~ (f2). The 
details are left to the reader. 
Complexity: The number of atomic instances is O(n), so the initialization time is 
O(n) as well. 
We claim that the total number of operations ® is C)(n I +log3). This can be proved 
as follows: Fix a node v with depth(v)=& If)z is rooted at v, say ~z=[v,S,l, I],  and 
IsI =s ,  then the number of decomposit ions of ~ is bounded from above by 2~d, since 
l~< d, and each partition of S determines uniquely the partition of I. The number of 
subsets S~_Anc(v) of size s is (a+ 1). Then, since d~< k, the number of composit ions of 
instances rooted at v is bounded by 
After summing that over all nodes we obtain that the total number of composit ion is 
0(h i  +l°g 3). 
Given ~, each decomposit ion zr=~ 1 ® ~2 can be generated in time O(1), using 
a simple recursive procedure for generating partitions of S. If we store the instances in 
a lexicographic order, finding opt(zrl) and opt(rr2) can be clone in time ()(1). Therefore 
the total time complexity is 0 (n 1 + log 3) = O (n 2.5 9 ). 
Constructing a minimal embedding. A standard approach is to keep track of minim- 
al embeddings of all instances, and then reconstruct he whole embedding from this 
information. However, this does not seem to be feasible if we want to use only O(n) 
memory. 
We modify Algorithm ~ as follows. First, in step 0, compute the minimal embed- 
ding cost, but at the root we record the information about the instances zr~l and ~zL, 2, 
rooted at/)1 = l@(r) and/)2 = right(r), respectively, such that opt(~l )+ opt(~z 2) = opt(A). 
In step d, 1 <~d~k-  1, for each node v of depth d, we remember an instance ~z~, that is 
a part of the minimal embedding. More specifically, let zrv = Iv, St,, l~, I~,], for each /). 
Then (a) the sets Iv form a partition of [ 1, n], (b) the sets S~, form a partition of the set of 
all nodes of depth ~<d, (c) for each/) the number l~, is equal to the number of edges 
(x,y), where xeS~l , ycS~,~ for some nodes vl,/)2 of depth d sch that v~ ~ v -< v2, and (d) 
Z~, opt(~)=opt(A) ,  where the summation is over all nodes of depth d. 
In step d we execute Algorithm ~ as in the first step, but we stop at depth d, and we 
store instances 7r, with depth(u)=d+ 1. By repeating this process k times, we can 
reconstruct the minimal embedding. The time complexity will increase by a factor of k, 
which is still (~)(rtl+l°g3), and the space complexity will remain ()(n). [] 
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7. Final comments 
As we mentioned in the introduction, the naive embedding is oblivious, in the sense 
that it depends only on n, the cardinality of A. In spite of this, we have shown, it 
approximates the minimal solution within factor of~. It raises a natural question: how 
well can we approximate the minimal embedding with oblivious embeddings? In 
particular, it is possible that there exists a minimal oblivious embedding for each full 
number n? 
Another oblivious embedding of complete binary trees was given by Chung [2]. 
The Chung embedding A is defined as follows: We embed the root in the middle, 
A(r)=Fk_~ + 1. The left and right subtrees are embedded symmetrically, so we will 
show only the embedding of the left one. Let v=leftk-h(r), for some 1 <~h<~k-1. If
h = 1, i.e. if v is the leftmost leaf, then A(v) = 1. If h > 1, then let A(v) = Fh- ~ + Fh- 2 + 1, 
A(right(v))=Fh_ 1+Fh-z +2, and embed recursively T(left(right(v))) into the 
interval [F~_ 1 + 1, F h_ 1 ~- Fh 2 ] and T(right(left(v)) into the interval 
[Fh-a +Fh 2 + 3, Fh]. (In this definition, nodes of depth k and k -2  are embedded 
differently than in Fig. 1, for the sake of uniformity. The cost remains the same.) 
The Chung embedding is minimal when the points in A are equally spaced. In the 
analysis of the general case, it may be helpful to observe that Lemma 5.3 holds for 
arbitrary oblivious embeddings, not only for the naive one. Thus the Chung 
embedding has performance ratio C for a given k iff JCUTA(X)J<<.C(~J(x), for each 
x-:  1 ..... Fk- ~. In this way, the analysis of the Chung embedding can be reduced to 
analyzing the cut cardinalities, or its corresponding Chung representations. Using this 
approach one can easily check, by inspection, that the Chung embedding is optimal 
for complete binary trees of depth k ~< 6. However, it is not optimal for k = 7, since 
I CUTA(89)[= 5 while c0(89)= 3. Fig. 5 shows a fragment of the Chung embedding of 
the complete binary tree of depth 7, showing only the interval between as6 and a96. 
Open Problem 1. What is the performance ratio of the Chung embedding? We 
conjecture that it has a better performance ratio than the naive embedding. 
a~ a89 ago a~ 
Fig. 5. Fragment of the Chung embedding for k=7. 
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Open Problem 2. What  is the best performance ratio that can be achieved with an 
oblivious embedding? 
Open Problem 3. Our  analysis of Algor ithm o~ is not tight. It is not difficult, a lthough 
a little tedious, to make slight improvements of the time complexity by counting more 
carefully composit ions of instances. However, improving time complexity to O(n 2) 
seems to require a better algorithm. Does there exist an O(n 2) algor ithm for this 
problem? 
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